
LU riMERS in this aiea lei1 us how. (HI dea l  days. 
thev used to be dble lo -ee ( 'a~alina Island irom their 
houses in the toothills. i\ow. we talk about a nice clear 
day when we -ee only hve to ten miles dwav. 

V decrease in lisibilitv is lo be expected hen -10 

many ~ e o p l e  congregate in an area, but during ihe wai 
wars  a few objectionable features were added. 1 
peculiar -me11 developed-rometimei- reminiscent ol 
bleachpowder, sometime" of ozone, but usuallv with 
-uch an individual character that it i s  referred to as 
smog odor. Because ot the great sensitivitv ut our -'enhe 
of -me11 we can -pol this odor Iong before a dense haze 
reduces the iisibility to less than half a mile, and eve 
irritation begins to be telt. 

To these effects were added throat and nose irritation. 
Farmers noticed a peculiar damage to [heir leajv vege- 
tables. Gardeners became aware of the veilowing of 
newlv -ceded lawns. And rubber manufacturers became 
concerned about the pronounced rubber cracking ob- 
-erved in the iiiea. 

It was some time before the public became .3uthcientlv 
aroused dnd demanded that something be done about 
this air pollution problem. In 1947 an organization 
was formed which could -1udv the problem tegardless 
of city limits, dnd which vias given the legal tools to 
eniorce [he measures ueces*arv tor improving the --i~ua- 
lion. This organization now lunctious ite the Lob 41igeles 
(.ountv \n' Pollution Control Districi, 

There were plenty of opinions 011 how to attack the 
pioblem. 4t one end ol the -.(-ale were those vi ho did 
l o t  see the use ot any research. rheir philosophv was, 
"Where there- ymoke. there- vnog." Vt the other end 
of the scale were those who wanted to poslpone taking 
aiiv restraining measures at all until research had defi- 
nitelv established which particular 'ources contributed 
to the -mug nuisance and whether thev could be called 
health hazards. 

Fortunatelv for those sutteriiig from <mot;, the riewlv 

tounded District- under ihe guidance ot Dr. Louis C. 
McCabe. decided that obvious wurces of smoke and 
turner should be coiiiiolled, and that-palallel to ihis 
program-research should be varried out on the rhem- 
ical analvqis o f  the dir lo iliscover the presence ot dnv 
unknown pollutants. 

This program has been eairied nut Ã § i t  great vigor 
bv Dr. McCabe'+ -ucce'-sor. Mr. Gordon P. Laii-on. Dust 
and fumes from numerous qources have been reduced to 
the level thev Ã§er  at before 1040. Vlthough some im- 
provemeni \\ah noticeable after ihei-e known 'ource* 
were tor the inost part controlled, dense -mag cori~inued 
io loll over Los Aiigeles and its environs. The diiswer 
to this puzzling problem has been aiven bv research 
on smog. 

This research was carried out at the District Ldbora- 
torv and, in addition, contracts were made with the 
(alifornia lristitute of T~chnoloev. the I n iv~r<i ty  of 
California, Chanev Laboratories. the Bureau of Mines, 
the Bureau of qandards, and Beckman Instrumeui*. Inc. 
In this way. experts in the held 0f analvsis, plant phy-i- 
ology. instrumentation, meteorologv and aerosols were 
mobilized in an tittark on the problem. 

I t  was found that the 111ost characteristic chemical 
property of the Los Inseles air during a -mug period 
was the oxidizing capacity demonstrated in the release 
of iodine trom neutral buttered potas*ium iodide ~ l u -  
lions. The presence o t  perovides of organic nature was- 
postulated, atid it was leasonable to as-iunie that thew 
~ ~ ~ u l d  urigiriate in oxidation procehse* of oiganic 
material in [he air with oiher air constituents, *uch as 
ozone and nitroeen oxide*. These I eactions v, ere demon- 
strated bv a vaporphase oxidation of unsaturated hvdro- 
carbons with ozone m d  with nitrogen oxides. When a 
cracked gasoline was used 3s a source ot olefins, aero- 
sols were produced which were eve-irritating and which 
also -.imulated the imell usuallv associated with Los 
A ngeles smug. 
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Evidence that these reaction-, pla) a role in the Los 
Angeles smog problem came from the stud\ of rubbel 
cracking and crop damage in thi-. area. It ha? long 
been known that ozone ha- a characteristic cracking 
action on rav or vulcanized rubhei when the rubber is 
undei strain in a bent 01 stretched condition. Low 
concentration* of ozone are used commerciall> for com- 
parative test+ on rubhei compounds. but when a stand- 
ardized rubbei is used this method can serve as a 
sensitive measure ioi ozone concentration. The normal 
cracking time in the Lo\ Angeles area on smog-free days 
is 40-60 minuteh. corresponding to 0.02-0.03 parts per 
million of ozone. On a severe smog da\ value'- a;- high 
aq 0.22 part\ pel million have been measured', cor- 
responding to an initial cracking time of only six 
minutes. In thi+ case. the cracking time of the rubber 
was determined even houi. and the corresponding ozone 
values plotted (above I .  The sharp rise shown on the 
chart correspond- closel; to the subjective judgment 
of the severity oi the smog. Enzymatic methods have 
shown thai the peroxide+-the reaction products of 
ozone and organic material-show a similat rise during 
the smog period. 

An important contribution to the understanding of 
the chemistr~ oi the Lo* Anpie -  smog wa+ made b? the 
stiich of crop damage in a cooperative enterprise of the 
LO-. Angeles Lounti \\i Pollution Control District, the 
California Institute oi Technology and the Ilniversity of 
California. For the determination of the crop damapny 
material< preseni in the air. five different planti- were 
used-spinach. beet-. endive, oat + and alfalfa. The smog 
symptom- on thew indicator plant'; are thr production 
of a metallic sheen on the lower surface of leave;- on 
spinach. sugai beets and endive: yellowing of oat"; 
and a bleachin? of the leave" of alfalfa. producing an 
oak leaf pattern. These varied svmptoms distinguish 
t h i ~  damage from the efieci of previously known toxic 
materials. 

In vie-w of the strong oxidizing action of the smog, 

and the suspected presence of considerable amount;? of 
easily oxidizable material from petroleum products. 
fumigations were carried out with ozone and vapors 
of a cracked gasoline. The development of the damage 
symptoms, such as oiliness of the underside of the leaves 
of spinach and endive after a few hours of fumigation, 
as well as the further development of the symptoms on 
all five indicator plants, was indistinguishable from that 
noticed on planto exposed to smog. 

To establish the nature of the agent responsible for 
the damaging effects. die gasoline wai distilled in ten- 
degree fractionh and these were released in a fumigation 
room together with ozone. Maximum damage was 
obtained with the fractions boiling between 39 and 69 
degrees Centigrade. These results are shown in Chart A 
(p. 13 I ,  in which the estimated degree of damage is 
plotted against the average boiling point of the gasoline 
tractions used in the fumigations. A prerequisite for 
this effect is the presence of a double bond. Howevei. 
the size of the molecule has a pronounced influence on 
the severity of the reaction. In fumigation with ozone 
and homologues of ethylene. optimum plant damage 
is observed with olefins of 5 and 6 carbon atoms. as can 
be seen in Chart R. 

The concentration of ozone at which damage occurs 
with the olefins is well within the range of the ozone 
concentrations found in the atmosphere. In fumigation 
experiments with ozone a series of oxidation products 
is formed. The primary product. the ozonide-itself a 
peroxide-undergoes a series of changes leading to 
other peroxides and finally to aldehydes. ketoneb and 
organic acids. It has been shown that the active agent 
must he found in the peroxides formed as intermediateb 
in the oxidation of the hydrocarbons. 

In addition to ozone there is another powerful oxi- 
dation agent in the smog atmosphere: the nitrogen 
oxides. These oxides, under the influence of light. 
rapidly oxidize organic materials. To stud) these 
reactions. a fumigation room was built from Plexiglasb, 
which permits the use of practically the entire spectrum 
of the sun available to the lower regions of the a t m o ~  
phere. When a cracked gasoline was released in thC 
presence of nitrogen oxides and sunlight. typical smog 
damage on plants was observed. In  addition. eharac- 
teristic smog odor and eye irritation were apparent. 

Ozone i n  air is measured b y  effect on rubber under 
strain. Degree of  cracking indicate.$ concentration. 



In order to determine the nature of the hydrocarbons 
which, upon oxidation, are responsible for the eye 
irritation, ten-degree fractions of gasoline were used, 
while the oxidant was adjusted to 0.4 ppm. of nitrogen 
dioxide and 0.2 ppm. of ozone. These conditions dupli- 
rate those present in the atmosphere during smog 
conditions. 

Observers sensitive to eye irritation on smog days 
compared their reactions in these fumigations wi th  those 
experienced undei conditions of natural smog. In 
experiments with concentrations of 1.6 pprn. of gasoline 
fractions the eye irritation was definite in the range of 
50 to 8OC C. as shown in Chart C. A comparison of 
Charts A and C shows that maximum plant damage and 
eve irritation occur in about the same boiling-point 
region of the gasoline fractions. Eye irritation is, how- 
ever. observed also in fractions with boiling points 
below 35' C. 

These findings were confirmed with pure olefins, and 
definite 'mog effects were obtained with concentrations 
as low as 0.2 ppm. of hydrocarbon. AS) in the crop 
damage experiments, the irritating agent consists of 
proxides ;  the end products of the oxidation-aldehydes 
and acids-cannot be responsible for the irritating action 
since their concentrations, even upon complete con- 
version of the hydrocarbons, are considerably lower 
than those required for irritation. 

Experiments in the fumigation house using NOa and 
Oo and sunlight for the oxidation of the gasoline frac- 
tions have shown that within a few minutes a haze 
develops. These effect'- are especially noticeable wi~h 
ring compounds with a double bond in the ring. Exper- 
iments on the oxidation of di-cyclopentadiene and 
indene in the presence of NOo (nitrogen dioxide), O3 
(ozone) and Yunlight have shown that in a coricentra- 
lion of 50 parts per million of hydrocarbon a blue haze 
completely obscuring the vision over a distance of onlv 
eight feet fills the room. Even at 10 ppm. the blurring 
of objects is already noticeable over this short distance. 

V large part of the aerosol droplets collected from 
the air have been shown to be of an oilv nature. and the 
chemical analysis-, has shown that their composition 
tmembles that of droplets found in the a~ti tk 'al lv pro- 
duced aerosols of oxidized hvdrocaiboris. 

Parallel w iih these investigatioris. the analvtical woik 
carried out on "amples of pollutants collected on  filters 
and in bubblers has shown the presence of the more 
stable end products of the reactions mentioned above. 
In the hands of Dr. Martin Shepherd of the National 
Bureau of Standards, the mass spectrograph gave valu- 
able information on the multitude of hydrocarbons 
piehent in the Los Angeles air, and in addition he was 
able to show the sirnilaiity between the artificially oxi- 
dized mixtures of hydrocarbon and that occurring in 
inlog. 

The most puzzling property of the smog air, the high 
oxidizing capacity, remained to be solved. This oxidant, 
calculated as ozone, amounts to 0.5 - 0.6 ppm. on severe 
.mog days. Thib oxidant is measured bv iodine  ele ease 
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trom neutral buttered KJ I potassiuni iodide I +elutions 
and a large part oi the iodine iclease i b  iiue to the 
presence of iiitrogen oxides. which, i n  the (*oncentralions 
at which ihev occur in the Lob 4ngeles atniusphere, 
oxidize the KI solution. The more interestingiraction 
of the so-called total oxidant of -mug is that which 
closely simulates the behavior of ozone in giving typical 
rubber cracking. This fraction \\as %hewn to rise dur- 
ing severe smog, dud, in the standardized iubber crack- 
ing test mentioned earlier. "racking times of -ix minuies 
were observed, eorresporidirig to an ozone concentration 
of 0.22 ppm. The natural ozone concentration on the 
earth 'urface is reported to be of the order of 
0.02-0.03 pprn. 

These values were confirmed by using the lubber 
crackingtest  in unpolluted debert and beach  area^). 

It i b  unlikelv thai additional ozone could be drawn 



f rorn the highel atmosphere when the presence oi invei- 
sion condition* characteristic of smog conditions pre- 
vents thi- free exchange. Further evidence against such 
a possibility î  presented h\ the nearh complete absence 
of rubber cracking at night. Thi* observation points to 
photochemical processes in the formation of the rubbe] 
cracking material. 

Rapid rubber cracking comparable to that observed 
during smog periods wa- observed during the plant 
fumigation experiments with nitrogen oxide" and sun- 
light onl? in the presence ol organic material. such a- 
hydrocarhonh. 

When gasoline traction'- are used in concentrations 
of 0.1 to 1 ppm. the presence of 0.4 ppm. NOa. rapid 
cracking occuis- in the same boiling-point region in 
which the most intense crop damage has been found, a- 
shown in Chart D on page 1.';. This etter! on ruhbei 
wa:? confirmed hy the use oi branched saturated hydro- 
carbon', and olehn, a'" well as theil oxidation products: 
alcohol-' aldehyde,. ketone5 and acids. The rubber 
cracking material wah isolated and identified as ozone. 

li i- interesting to note that the most marked ozone 
formation in oxidation oi gasoline fraction* oecurs in 
the same boiline point region where the most extensive 
crop damage and eye irritation havr been observed, and 
we conclude thai ozone formation and peroxide torma- 
tion are closely related phenomena. In man\ oi these 
oxidation- we have shown that the amount of ozone 
formed i- man? times greatei than that ol the organic 
material 0 1  the nitrogen oxide. present. and we have to 
conclude that ozone i;- formed in a chain reaction. 

The photochemical dissociation of NO, with sunlight 
provide< a continuous source of atomic oxygen lor this 
reaction, since NO, I>- regenerated through oxidation 
0 1  N O  hv moleculai oxvgen. It is postulated that in 
the chain reaction leading to ozone formation. peroxide 
radical. arc formed which read with molerulai oxygen 
to iorrri ozone. 4ftei the peroxide radical ha!-.  ele eased 
one of it- oxvpn  atoms, it ma? be reoxidized and 
again react with molecular oxvgen, 

To test thi- hypothesi- the photochemical oxidation 
ol diacetyl was studied, since it k known that diarety-l 
undei the influence of light easily form. free radicals. 
In thi- experiment the addition of NOy iq not neressarj 
to1 the transie~ of lighf energy, since diacetyl absorbs 
light in the visible range ni the spectrum. Diacetyl in 
concentrations of 2000 ppm. in a 2 litel flask gives 
rapid rubbei cracking. and in hall an hour the concen- 
tration of ozone has reached 30 ppm. The lowest con- 
centration of diacetyl at which cracking of rubber could 
hr observed wah 40 ppm. 

It ha. been proven by isolation and chemical identifi- 
cation that ozone was also formed in thib case. These 
finding* were confirmed by mas* spectrographic measure- 
ments carried out by the Consolidated Engineering 
Corporation. Rubhei cracking without the addition of 
nitrogen oxide i- observed when butyl nitrite is exposed 
to light. 1t i- known thai. in the absence of oxygen. 
a l k ~ l  radicals and nitrogen oxide- are lormed b j  the 

decomposition of butyl nitrite. Oui expectation  hat, in 
the presence of oxygen, ozone would be formed, was 
confirmed h j  the rapid rubber cracking observed. 

In the photochemical oxidations with nitrogen oxides. 
ozone formation up to several parts per million has been 
demonstrated with concentrations of ail pollutants of 
the same order of magnitude as those found in the smog 
atmosphere. The abnormallj high ozone content of 
smog a n ,  and consequent severe rubber cracking during 
such a period- is therefore readih accounted for b l  the 
ozone formed in these reactions-. 

The experimentall? demonstrated ozone formation in 
ail containing hydrocarbons or their oxidation products. 
and nitrogen oxides under the influence of sunlight. 
establisheb a definite relation between the major 
nuisances observed during a smog period and i n  strong 
evidence of their common origin. 

On the basis of experiments it is possible to condense 
the major features in the development of irritating and 
nuisance effects in the Lo< Angeles- atmosphere, a* 
shown in the diagram below. The oxidant is represented 
h\ a complex of factors consisting of atomic oxygen 
formed b j  the photochemical dissociation oi nitrogen 
dioxide and ozone produced in the photochemical 
oxidation of organic material. The oxidant react-- 
with hydrocarbons and their oxidation product!-), pro- 
ducing peroxide? and further degradation products. The 
arroJv leading from the peroxides to the oxidant indicates 
the participation of these compounds or their radicals in 
the formation of ozone. Included in the general picture 
is the oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide a5 
a contributo~ to the decrease in visibility. This oxidation 
is  known to be catalysed in the presence of nitrogen 
oxides, which are released at the same time in combustion 
processes. 

As- a result of the teamwork initiated h? the Lo- 
Angeles Ail Pollution Control District the majoi cause 
of the smog has- been recognized. The problem of crop 
damage, eye irritation, haze. smell and ozone formation 
has- been brought to a practical solution. All these phe- 
nomena are due to the same cause-the emission of 
large quantities of hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides 
to the air. The District has not hesitated to follow up the 
conclusions which could be drawn from the research 
studies. An intense source stud? has been made of all 
major contributors of organic material and of nitrogen 
oxides to the air. 

Atmospheric reactions in smog formation 



The Second Technical and Administrative Report from 
the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District reveals 
that approximately 2,000 tons of hydrocarbons and 250 
tons of nitrogen oxides are lost to the air daily. 

The nitrogen oxides are released in all combustion 
processes and have nearly doubled since 1940. This is 
also true for the type of hydrocarbons which have been 
,hewn to be mainly responsible for the nuisance effects 
of smog: olefins and branched saturated hydrocarbons. 

The main reason why nuisance symptoms developed 
during the war years is to be found in the revolutionary 
bhange in the composition of gasoline. The diagram 
at the right shows the difference between old and new 
gasoline. The nonreactive paraffins in straight run gaso- 
line have been replaced in the cracking process by paraf- 
tins with branched chains and by oleiins. Both groups 
of compounds are readily oxidized and lead to the forma- 
tion of peroxides and ozone, thereby producing all of 
the typical smog nuisance effects. 

The cracking process gives a much higher yield of 
gasoline from crude oil than the old distillation process. 
With the enormous increase in the demand for gasoline 
it is not economically feasible to go back to the old 
process. Lntil changes in the composition of the present- 
dav gasoline have been made it is necessary to handle 
modern gasoline a s  a potential irritant, and losses have 
to be prevented wherever possible. 

Skimming ponds at the refinery, baking in the sun, 
lose considerable quantities oi volatile material. Old- 
fashioned storage tanks, warming up in the sun. expel 
additional hydrocarbons. Such devices belong to the 
past, and will undoubtedly be ieplaced by separatorv 
tanks and floating tanks. 

Following the distribution of gasoline to the consum- 
er, there are lossec involved in filling tank cars, gasoline 
storage tanks at filling stationb, and finally, the tanks of 
automobiles. These losses are considerable, as a rough 
calculation dhows. When a gasoline tank of an auto- 
mobile is filled. 15 gallons of vapor are ieplaced with 
liquid. Usually we don't give any thought to this loss. 
Per car filling, it amounts to the loss of about I, 10 of 
a gallon, or 2.5 cents. This seems a small amount, but 
-iiiiee 2.5 million galloiis of gasoline are used dailv in 
[he Los Angeles area, then 2.5 million gallons of vapor 
die lost in the filling of cars a l o n e ~ a  release of 50 tons 
daily. 

Similar losses have occurred when the gas station 
filled its tanks, when the tank car was filled, etc. 
f t  we assume -ome four of these transfers, 200 tons of 
  so line are lost to the air. The engineeringdifficulties 
do not seem too great to overcome such a loss, at least 
at the marketing installations. 

VIore difficult io solve will be the problem ol incorn- 
plete combusiion in ihe automobile. More efficient coin- 
bustion. especially during acceleration and decelera- 
tion, might be possible. Some proposals have been made, 
.uggesting the combustion of the unburned fuel in a 
+eparate unit. Such ideas are, however, still in the 
experimental stage, and we can hardlv expect results 
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of such inven~ions in d few years. Since most of the 
hydrocarbons are released during deceleration, down- 
town traffic with its many stop iigns contributes mate- 
iially to the hydrocarbon losses. The construction ot 
Ireewavs, iis is now going on in Los Vnge!es, will help 
in cutting down the losses. Efficient (-3mmunit.y trans- 
portation will eventually replace much of the nerve- 
wracking traffic of today. and d considerable reduction 
in the use of fuel, iis well as in air pollution, can he 
expected. 

Estimates made by the L. A. County Air Pollution 
Control District -show that nearly equal quantities of 
hydrocarbons dre lost bv tiutomobiles and by the petro- 
leum industry-the combined total amounting lo 2,000 
tons daily. From -uch computations one could draw the 
conclusion that automobiles and the petroleum industry 
are about equal contributors to the smog condition. 
However, in these compilations of data the time and 
place of release of the hydrocarbons and their oxidation 
products do not appear. Smog is experienced onlv dur- 
ing part of the dav. In Pasadena, the mountains Jis- 
appear from view in ihe early afternoon, and reappear 
after a few hours. Vt the Countv \ir Pollution labora- 
tory at 52nd Street and Santa Fe Avenue, ihe 'mag wave 
arrives in the morning and leaves in the afternoon. The 
very existence of a smog wave shows  hat the whole Los 
Vngeles area does not produce 'mog in equal densitv. 

The movement of the smog cloud over this area is 
well illustrated bv map I p. 16 1 .  made bv the District. 
plotting the densitv of telephone complaints on a smog 
day. The area of greatest pollution, first recorded at 
8 o'clock in the morning, slowly moves northward and 
squeezes through the gaps in the low mountain range 
separating Pasadena lrom the Los 4ngeles area and at 
3 o'clock has covered San Fernando and ihe San Gabriel 
Valley. 



The most reasonable explanation 01 thi" phenomenon 
seem. t o  me the sudden release of hydrocarbon" from 
the relatively small refiner? area short11 aftei sunrise. 
when tank* are carmine  up and skimming ponds are 
rapidl! beginning to lose a major part of their dailt 
contrihution. which ha- collected and remained nnxola- 
tilized during the cool night. 

On the other hand. the automobile operate+ during the 
whole da!. and therefore spread- ii- contribution more 
evenl! during that time. In addition, the loss is spread 
ovei a la1 large1 area than that from the oil industry. 
Lonsequentl?. we can expect a relative!! high concentra- 
tion of hvdrocarbons originating in the small refiner! 
area. superimposed on a more evenly distributed 1owei 
concentration frorn automobile exhaust gases. % ith wind 
velocitie- of 4-5 miles pet hout. the pollutant- slonl? 
move north and we should expert to see the smog rloud 
approaching at about 9 o'clock at the Lount\ lahorator-v. 
and ai noon 111 Pasadena. 

Durins thai time. ample opportunit\ exists foi the 
oxidation 01 the hvdrocarhoni. Powei plants. industrie-i 
and automobile- turnish a continuou- siipph of nitrogen 
oxide- loi the photochemical oxidation and formation 
oj ozone. The smog wave uil l  be material11 reduced 
through control measure- n m  being taken hv the petro- 
leum indus t r~ .  There i5 .  however. a great deal more to 
be done. 

'6 e should realize that in each rase oi ail pollution 
i t  i~ not verx Iikel! thai 100 percent reduction can be 
achieved. A reasonable balance ha- to he found between 
what i-- desirable and what i- eronomicalh feasible. 
About 00(> ton- of SO were being released dail! before 
the rehnerle- decided to convert some part of it to sulfui. 
At present about 300 ton:? are still going into the ail.  
not frorn the rehnerieb. hut from fuel burner;'. automo- 
b i l e ~ .  etc. Since t h i ~  pollution iq not ronfined to a majoi 
industrv bui I -  released in millions of small rombustionh, 

we have reached a situation whereb? it is difficult to 
remove an? additional SO2 from the air. Fortunately. 
the SO2 concentration has dropped to such a level that 
it rareh exceed"- 0.1 ppm., which cannot be considered 
harmful. 

The same situation i-. true foi dusts and fumes of 
a miscellaneous group of industries. Control device6 
have been installed in man\ of them. None of these are 
100 percent effective and the allowable emissions are 
set aftei considerable stuch and discussionn of the eco- 
nomic possihilitieb. 

1i is cleai. therefore. that every neu industry and 
even person entering thi-i area. is going to add to the 
existing a n  pollution. % ith the increase in population 
and the advent of neu industrie- the problem oi smog 
control become% increasingly difficult. Already the Dis- 
trirt ha- studio- underway on the possibility of zoning 
for ail pollution purposes. Fortunately there are definite 
s i p .  that we are on the road to cleanei ail. The a c t i ~ i -  
ties of Lo- 4neeles \n Pollution District and of the 
industrie;! have brought many oi the emissions to pre- 
wai level and a good start ha? already heen made on 
the recovers of the majoi cause of the smog: the hydro- 
rarhonh. 

Tradual l?  the frequencj with which the dense smog is 
annoying us will become less and less. Eye irritation 
and rrop damage will be the first symptom's to disappear. 
The visibility will undoubtedly improve. but there will 
remain the contrihution from individual sources like the 
automobile and the incineratoi. so that the District must 
call on a11 of us to cooperate in the fighi ioi clean ail.  

In vie^\ of the outstanding achievement? of the Lo:? 
Angelek County An Pollution Control District, we help 
ourselve- when we give this law-enforcing agencj oui 
wholehearted support in eradicating the smog nuisance 
completeij. Smog is on the wa? out; let u? speed up 
its departure and let us keep it out, 


